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NATIONAL ADAPTATION PLAN

• Prepared and launched the NAP in 2016 October
• Prepared using UNFCCC Guidelines
• With stakeholder participation
• Approval of the Cabinet of Ministers for implementation of the NAP June 2017

• major goals of the plan are:
  • **Raise the adaptive capacity** of individuals, communities and the society
  • Reduce the vulnerability to climate risks by **enhancing the resilience**
  • **Capture any opportunities arise**
Priority sectors

Food Security

Biodiversity and Ecosystems

Transport, Energy and Industry

Coastal and Marine

Food Security

Health

water

Export Agriculture

Human settlement and Infrastructure

Tourism
NATIONAL LEVEL COORDINATING

- Climate Change Secretariat is the National Focal Point
- National Expert committee on Climate Change Adaptation
- National Steering committee for NAP implementation
- Sectoral climate cells
- Civil society organization forum
NATIONAL LEVEL APPROACH

• Cabinet approval
• Awareness
  • General
  • Sector specific
• Sector vulnerability profiles
• Technology Need Assessment
• Data sharing mechanism
NATIONAL LEVEL APPROACH:

- Strengthening the sectoral climate cells
  - Equipment
  - capacity building
- Incorporating climate change into national policies
- Incorporating climate change into the NPD project proposal format.
- Integrating climate change adaptation into sectoral plans and implementation
SUB NATIONAL LEVEL APPROACH

- Awareness
- Provincial climate cells and units
- Incorporating climate change adaptation into provincial development plans.
- Provincial Adaptation plans
- Facilitation in implementation of the provincial adaptation plans
- Development of a information sharing mechanism
THANK YOU